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Jake Stonebender has lots of experience with time travelers. After all, in his Key West bar—where he and
many of his ex-hippie friends are moving in a total of 20 buses—he'll continue the tradition established by
the original time-traveling owner of the Callahan's Bar: "Shared pain is lessened, shared joy increased."

The US defense orbiting system, due to a freak bombardment, has turned into a doomsday machine that
threatens humanity. It will take Jake's extraordinary skills, along with those of his baby daughter, resurrected
genius Nikola Tesla and others, including the talking dog Ralph Van Wau Wau and Heinlein's wandering
cat, to save the universe—once again!

"Robinson should please old fans and win new ones. If nothing else, you'll come to love the eclectic cast of
dozens, including everything from a talking baby (Jake's teleporting, superhacker daughter) to a talking
German shepherd (Ralph Van Wau Wau) to—why not?—the forgotten father of the 20th century, Nikola
Tesla.” As Publisher's Weekly wrote, " True to form, he constructs the end of the universe from some mind-
bending but solid science... Fans and the uninitiated alike will devour this intoxicating blend of character
comedy and hard SF, for Robinson's writing remains as potentially addictive and as full of earthy delight as
Stonebender's famed Irish coffee."

From PUBLISHER’S WEEKLY:
The universe is again threatened with destruction, but fans of Jake Stonebender and his team will fear not,
for they know that these heroes will not only save the day but will make it safely to happy hour. At the outset
of the latest book in Nebula-winner Robinson's series of feel-good SF romps, we find Stonebender frustrated
by the failure of his bar, Callahan's, and by the fact that none of his 50 closest friends still live near his Long
Island home. So, in exchange for the chance to move with his friends, his wife and his wunderkind toddler to
Key West, where he'll open a new watering hole, Jake accepts an assignment from famed scientist Nikola
Tesla to save the universe. The narrative progresses as Jake and company board 20 buses for the road trip
down to Florida, during which they party, clash with the fuzz and meet a talking German shepherd (complete
with accent) and Robert Heinlein's cat, Pixel. Along the way, Robinson delivers some amusing good times
and an inspirational description of a space shuttle launch. True to form, he constructs the end of the universe
from some mind-bending but solid science, and he proves as consummate at maintaining suspense as he is at
keeping the laughs coming. Fans and the uninitiated alike will devour this intoxicating blend of character
comedy and hard SF, for Robinson's writing remains as potentially addictive and as full of earthy delight as
Stonebender's famed Irish coffee.

From LIBRARY JOURNAL:
The universe faces total annihilation, and Jake Stonebender, former proprietor of the now-defunct Mary!s
Place, his wife, Zoey, and an assortment of oddball friends answer the call to arms"after they relocate from
Long Island to the warmer climes of Key West. The latest addition to Robinson’s Callahan novels features
his usual blend of homegrown wisdom and laconic humor and includes a guest appearance by the late Nikola
Tesla (Uncle Nikky). Series fans will welcome this unabashedly rollicking sf adventure. Recommended for
most collections.

On SPIDER ROBINSON:
"If one were given the task of creating Spider Robinson from scratch, the best way to do it would be to



snatch James Joyce from history, force-feed him Marx Brothers films and good jazz for the better part of a
decade, then turn him loose on a world badly in need of a look at itself."
- The Vancouver Sun

"Spider Robinson is the hottest writer to hit science fiction since Harlan Ellison, and he can match the
master’s frenetic energy and emotional intensity, arm-break for gut-wrench.”
- The Los Angeles Times

“Nobody’s perfect, but Spider comes pretty damned close.”
-
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From reader reviews:

Thomas Hodge:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they're still students or the idea for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Merely you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
diverse personality and hobby per other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they don't desire do
that. You must know how great and important the book Callahan's Key. All type of book could you see on
many solutions. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Michael Davis:

Callahan's Key can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight
away because this book has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article author giving his/her effort to get
every word into enjoyment arrangement in writing Callahan's Key nevertheless doesn't forget the main stage,
giving the reader the hottest in addition to based confirm resource info that maybe you can be certainly one
of it. This great information may drawn you into completely new stage of crucial imagining.

Kevin Blais:

With this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more precious than
other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple strategy to have that. What you are related
is just spending your time not very much but quite enough to have a look at some books. One of the books in
the top listing in your reading list is definitely Callahan's Key. This book that is certainly qualified as The
Hungry Hills can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking right up and review this publication
you can get many advantages.

Homer Holmes:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the top
book for you, science, amusing, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is called of book
Callahan's Key. Contain your knowledge by it. Without causing the printed book, it could add your
knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most important that, you must aware about reserve.
It can bring you from one spot to other place.
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